Determining the Role of Thiamine Deficiency in Systolic Heart Failure: A Meta-Analysis and Systematic Review.
Approximately 5.7 million Americans carry the diagnosis of systolic heart failure (HF), a major health care burden. HF is a known manifestation of thiamine deficiency (TD). HF patients are at unique risk for developing TD, which may contribute to further altered cardiac function and symptoms. We performed a systematic review of the literature and a meta-analysis to evaluate the prevalence of TD in HF patients, risk factors for and mechanisms of development of TD in HF population, and outcomes of thiamine supplementation in HF patients. We found 54 studies that met our selection criteria, 9 of which were suitable for meta-analysis. TD is more common in HF patients than control subjects (odds ratio 2.53, 95% confidence interval 1.65-3.87). Diuretic use, changes in dietary habits, and altered thiamine absorption and metabolism were identified as possible mechanisms of TD in HF patients. Small observational studies and randomized control trials suggest that thiamine supplementation in HF population may improve ejection fraction and reduce symptoms. Thiamine deficiency is more prevalent in the HF population, and its supplementation may be beneficial. The therapeutic role of thiamine in HF warrants further study.